
 Volunteer Roles 

Area Skills/Tasks Scheduling Additional Information 
Archives 

Minimal training 

Formal training session 
required 

Long-range projects (or 
internships) 

• Filing newsletters, serial publications
• Sorting and boxing duplicates
• Helping with research inquiries

• Unpacking unopened boxes of state and local
records; place in archival boxes; create
preliminary container list

• Sorting through unprocessed materials;
determining categories of items (duplicates,
historic, unrelated, etc.)

• Organizing photograph collection
• Creating Guide to Resources for State and

Local Unions (complete description of this
project available on request)

• Creating Guide to Resources for World’s
WCTU and international work

• Resource Guides for archives

(for all items at left) 
• Saturday mornings (generally 10-1) for

training.
• Once trained, scheduling can be arranged

and may include weekend or weekday
hours.

• Can’t be allergic to dust
• Must be able to lift 20-30 pounds
• Interest or experience in library or

archives helpful 

Collections 

Minimal training 

Formal training session 
required 

Long-range projects (or 
internships) 

• Assisting with physical descriptions of
artifacts for inventory – measuring,
retrieving, writing descriptions 

• Photographing objects and entering images
and data into Past Perfect software

• Creating physical descriptions of artifacts for
inventory 

• 
• Researching specific items in collection
• Documenting the history and provenance of

collections

• TBD

Gardening 

Minimal training 

Formal training session 
required 

• For all gardening tasks in general, skill
sets/training will not be as critical as tool
availability

• Tasks not needing tools include general
cleanup of the grounds (including large rocks
and downed tree limbs)

• Others:  pulling weeds, preparing and seeding
bare areas, edging garden beds,  mulching
garden beds, revising or creating flagstone
paths. 

• Pruning shrubs, dividing/transplanting
perennial flowers, transplanting shrubs.
Occasional check on progress would be
required. 

(for all items at left) 
• Weather will be an issue for setting up a

fixed schedule; may need some flexibility
for Sundays or Saturdays.

"Without plants, life itself would be 
impossible." 

Outreach 
Minimal training 

• Assist with mailings
• Assist with outreach for events

o Greeter
o “Junior Docent”
o Merchandise sales
o General set-up and tear-down (tables,

chairs, etc.)

• Schedule would vary, pending calendar
of events.

• Junior docents are usually grade school
or high school students who describe a
room during open house events 

Tours and Programs 

Long-term commitment 
& formal training 
required (could also be 
worked into an 
internship)  

• Become a docent • Tours occur each Sunday of the month.

Docents are asked to be at Willard 
House on at least one of the regular 
open days. Tours are based on the 
material in the Docent Handbook. 
Initially the trainee will shadow an 
experienced docent and will “solo” 
only when she/he feels comfortable 
with the material. There will be 
training sessions at which docent 
trainees will practice giving a tour. 


